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KINETIC PARAMETERS OF THE RB AND RA REACTORS^)

In the paper the expressions for transfer fun-

ctions of the zero power reactors, as well as power reac-

tors of the RA reactor type are given, based on the space

independent model. The modulation method for reactor tran-

sfer function measurements is explained. The results of

the measurement and interpretation are givn. The measure-

ment were done on the RB and RA reactors in "Boris Kidrich"

Institute for Nuclear Sciences in Vincha.

I. INTRODUCTION

The time behaviour of the nuclear reactor is

determined by kinetic parameters. For this reason it is

very impartant to know the kinetic parameters so as to 1*

foresee the time behaviour of the reactor as a result of

different exterior and interior perturbations of its para-

meters 2* foresse reactor system stability, and 3^

abtain elements from kinetic parameters nohich are indis-

pensable for designing the automatic control system,

x) This paper represents a summary of the pollowing paparss

1. M.Petrović, D. Obradović: "Nuclear Reactor Transfer
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The stability of reactor systems is a very sensitive problem

and in this respect no tolerances are allowed because even

the least correction may cause considerable modifications

in construction. This explicitly imposes the necessity for

more accurate knowledge of the kinetic parameters. Nowa-

days, numerous experimental and theoretical methods for

kinetic parameters determination are developed. Develpment

of the theoretical models becomes obvious because experimen-

ts are possible only in the already built systems. Develo-

pment of the analytical models to such an extent as to

foresee the observed phenomena with satisfactory accuracy

is accomplished by analyses and interpretations of the

experimental data.

It is convienient to treat zero-power reactor

kinetics separately from power reactor kinetics. Time

behaviour of zero-power reactors is determined by parameters

which depend only upon nuclear properties and geometry of

the reactor core, since behaviour of the power reactor

depends still on many effects which may be functions of

the reactor power (temperature effects, void effects, fi-

ssion fragments, poisoning, etc), or which may depend on

the construction of system elements (fuel chanel vibrations,

pump oscillations, hydraulic effects, etc.).

The present paper deals mith kinetics of zero-

-power reactors and power reactors of the RA reactor type.

Experimental values of theM5 ratio for different latlice

pitches of the RB reactor determined from measurements

with the RGB-1 le oscillator are given. Prompt neutron

life-time of the RA reactor and experimentally dsibermmRBg,

and*theoretically calculated transfer functions for 0.5

and 5 MW powers are also given. Experimental results are
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interpreted according to the space independent model, and

temperature feedback effects are only included,

II. THEORY

Transfer function of the two-terminal pair

reactor is defined as the ratio of Laplaces transform of

response to Laplaces transform of driving function,where

the initial conditions are independent of the driving

function

g/^) = L (response) (l)
L(driving function)

and it contains all kinetic parameters.

The kinetic equation /l/ describes the time

behaviour of nuclear reactors and analytical expression

for zero-power nuclear reactor transfer function can be

obtained from it. In case the effective multiplication

factor can be expressed as /2/s

acconding to the transfer function definition for the

nuclear reactor

(3)

from the kinetic equations, supposing that linearisation is

possible, and applying Laplaces transform, it is not

difficult to find shot

1 - P Ž--1--



The effective multiplication factor in the kine-

tic equation is a function of the reactor power. Namely the

effective multiplication factor depends on the moderator

temperature? the fuel temperature, the volume of eventual

voids in the core which appear due to boiling of the coolant

and or moderator, fission product pois oning, etc., and

all these effects are, in a certain way, functions of the

reactor power. In this case the total perturbation of the

effective multiplication factor (Jk ) is not equal to

the exterior perturbation (d?k .p_p_), but it is equal to

the sum of the exterior and interior perturbation due to

perturbation in reactor power (<̂  )

In this way the effects concerned produce a feedback between

the reactor power and the effective multiplication factor

/3,4/.

Assuming that

^ *effk =<*k ̂  (6)

the expression for power reactor transfer function becomes

where

oč - reactivity coefficient

K - quantity which may bes moderator temperature

., (T ), fuel temperature (T^), void volume (V),

xenon concetration (X), etc.

J?*\ - transfer function in the k-th feedback loop
k ^

between the reactor power as the driving

function and quantity K (which is not the
effective multiplication factor) as the response
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Transfer function in the feedback loop f is

isually determined from the lumped parameter model (space

independent model) where parameters arc averaged over

the reactor core.

If it is supposed that the lumped parameter model

can be applied and that hydraulic effects are included in

the heat transfer coefficients, a block scheme of heat

transfer in the RA reactor is given in Fig. 1. The con-

esponding system of differential equations is as follows^

dT
Cf y r - = Pf - 3f(T, - T^) (8a)

C ^4r- = O-(T--T )-e (T -Tj-9 (T -T ) (8b)c dt f f c c c 1 m c m

C ^ - = P -r 6^(TL-T )-0 (T -Tj (8c)
m dt m f f c c m 1

T + T
c. !^r- = e (T -T,) - e. (-̂ —-̂  - T ) (8d)
iz dt c m 1 lz 2 o

where idexes f,c,m,iz correspond to the fuel, the cool

ant the moderator and the heat exchanger, respectivly,

and the symbols ave:

T - averag temperatures

C - heat capacities

Q - avevage heat transfer coefficients

P-(m) - power liberated in the fuel (moderator)

Assuming that

P (t) = Pp +<$P (t) (9a)

and

Ti(t) = T^+<3T (t) (9b)
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appl ying the Laplaces transform, it is possible to deter-

mine the transfer function in each feed back loop. If the

feedback is due only to the fuel and moderator temperature )

the RA reactor transfer function is

If p = jw the expression for G (and for Z) may be written

in the Euler form

G = {Glexp (Arp&) (11)

(j-imaginary unit)

Quantities )G!and Arg(G) can be experimentally determined.

Measurements are most convenient when perturbation of the

effective multiplication factor has a simple periodicity,

" " ^ ^ - - ' - ) (12)

(c.c. complex-conjugated term)

Taking inverse Laplaces transform of the (4) for this

perturbation of the effective multiplication factor, reactor

response in stationary state is found to be

}&! sin (<^t+^);(^ = ̂ ( G ) (lj)

Expression (13) is valued only when

In the frequency interval in whieh measurements

were made the xe feedkock can be negbeted.



However, the signal of the reactor response always has

higher harmonics besihes fundamental or it is covered by

noise, so in the general case it is

^n/n^ = 1+ -̂ Ak sin(knt+%) + noise (14)

where

A, = A k ^ 15 !

and

For precise determination of the gain and the phase shift

of the reactor transfer function it is necessary to separate

the bundametal harmonics.

To evaluate G and Z, computer programs for the

digital ZUSE-23 computer were made. Figures 2 and 3 show

the gain and phase shift of the zero-power reactor transfer

function for some values of the prompt neutron life-time

(l). To examine the influence of the parameter values on

the RA reactor transfer function? Z is calculated for some

value of separate parameters. The parameters were* values

which corespond to real conditions of the RA reactor. Figure

4 shows the phase shift ) of Z for smome values of OČ-.

The power is 0,5 MW andcxf = 32 pern/ C, The remainder

parameters have values which correspond to the coolant

flux due to the operation ofa haevy-water pump with 1500

cpm and 345 m / h light-water flow through the heat exchanger.

Figure 5 shows Z for some values of c\f . The power is also

0.5 MW andoč -1 pem/ C, The other parameters have some

x) Figures 4?5?6,7,11 shows bnly the transfer gunetvon
phose shoft (Arg Z) bacause vt is.Ktore sens'm^ve Tjo,.';hr ..'..<.
temperature affocts Han the gain.
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values as earlier. Figure 6 ohows the influence of the

change of heavy and loght-water flow on Z. Figure 7 shows

the dependeance of the transfer function Z on the reactor

power, while the other parameters have the values:

r = 4.75 pcm/ C, ̂ -. = 1 pcm/ C the coolant flow is due

to the two heavy-water pumps operation with 1500 cpm and

the 345 m/h light-water flow.

Ill, EXPERIMENTS

3,1. Experimental equipment

The experiments were made on the heavy-water

RB and RA research reactors. The RB reactor is a zero-power

reactor /6/, while the RA reactor is a 6.5/iOrMW power

research reactor /7/. Both the reactors have enriched

uranium fuel elements*

Simple-periodic al perturbation of the effec-

tive multiplication factor is affectuated by the ROB-1

pile oscillator /8/ whox block-scheme is given in Fig.8.

The ROB-1 is used for analysis of the reactor response sig-

nal. In the present work it is used as a computer which

multiplies two time functions and integrates for a given

time period, ROB-1 is a bybrid^type computer: multiplica-

tion is performed while the signals are in analogous form,

the convertor converts the resulting signal to digital

form, and integration follows. All the computing operations

are performed in the course of the experiment. Generation

of the simple-periodic function by which multiplication is

performed in the analogous circuit and the hybrid technique

in the entire computer mean a qualitative progress in the

accuracy of measuring the response phase and amplitude of

the reactor system.
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The effective multiplication factor is perturhed

affactuated by oscillating a Cd sample in the linear part

of the importance function. The reactor response is detected

by ar ionization chamber placed outside the reactor core.

Measurement on the RB reactor were made in the frequency

range 0,4 to 4 rad/sec, where transfer function is most

dependent on the prompt neutron life-time in the frequency

range which is covered by the ROB-1 pile oscillator.

Measurements on the RA reactor were made in the frequency

ramse 9.10" to 5 rad/sec. Peturbation of the reactor

power was always less than 5%.

3.2. Analysis of the experimental Data

Measurement of the reactor transfer functions

on the RB reactor was made for different lattice pitches,

8, 11,3 14 and 16 cm. The reactor transfer function phase

shift and quaontity proportional to the transfer function

gain lG), are experimentally determined and shownin Fig,9

and 10, The l/3 ratio is determined by the least squares

method on a digital computer and it is given in Table 1.

TABLE 1

No

1

2

3

4

Lattice pitcl:
/cm/

8

11,3

14

16

L L/3
/ sec /

0,1004-0.0010

0.1172^0,0007

0,1440^0,0013

0,1585^0,0015

Relativne
error /%/

0.99

0.70

0.90

0.95

From the RA reactor transfer function mlasured

at 20 kW (fig,11) by the least squares method the prompt
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neutron life-time was found to be 1 = (7.0 — 0,1)10 sec.

Decay constants of delay ed neutron emitters and delayed

neutron fractions are taken from references /ll,12/; while

gamma-photon nonescape probability, j^ = 0.65 is taken from

Measurement of the reactor transfer function

at 20 kW was made with and without coolant flow. No diffe-

rence was observed. This allows treatment of 20 kW power,

in the frequency interval in which measurements were made

done just os if a zero-power reactor was concerned. Results

of measurements at 0.5 and 5 MW are also shown in Fig.11,

The sources of errors ares

a) Limitation of the space independent model

b) Unceraint in the electronics transfer fun-

ction

c) Poor elimination of the dc component of the

reactor response signal in the comparator

Space effects exert influence at high frequen-

cies /12,13,14/. On the RB reactor space effects were

observed near the 2 rad/sec frequency. To reduce their

influence the experiment was prepared by having the sample

oscillate round the chamber center u adjunsting the dista-

nce between the sample and the chamber to be higher than

the amplitude of oscillation, or the chamber to be far

enough from the reactor core. The former is used for measu-

rement on the RB reactor, and the latter for RA reactor

experiments. In this way the influence of the space effec-

ts become neglectable. At low frequencies the space inde-

pendent model may also be applied to a reflected reactor
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During the experiments on the RA reactor, the

ionizaton chamber current was high enough and there was

no need for its amplification. According to /l6/, at the

frequencies measured the influence of the ionization

chamber transfer function on the reactor transfer function

measureh is neglectable. During measurements on the RB

reactor a dc amplifier was used, and for this case the

electronics transfer fuction was alss measured by the

ROB-1 pile oscillator.

At frequencies up to 0,9 c/sec correction to the

phase shift and gain measured must be made.

The error due to poor comparison of the dc signal

component is of the reactor power is not stable enough

ito evaluation is difficult. Correlators of the ROB-1 pile

oscillator make this error neglectable if the d-c signal

component is constant and lees than the amplitude of the

a-c component. This condition is nearly fulfilled during

experiments on the RB reactor and at 20 kW power of the RA

reactor, so that the error in the measured phase shift of

the RB reactor transfer functions is less than _+ 10, and

in the gain less than 1%, The errors are higher at 20 kW

power of the*RA reactor. For phase shift they are less

tkan + 30'and for gain less than 2%,

The errors of measurement at these powers an

considerably high because measurements at 0,5 and 5 MW

powers were made immediately apter reaching these powers,

i.e. in the period when saturation of fisaion fragment

poisaning is not reached, especially at low frequencies

where it is impossible to distinguish the true signal

from the reactor shipt and where it is very difficult to

compensate the d-c component.
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IV. CONCLUSION

Ir 1963, the !#/<? ratio was also measured

on the RB reactor for the lattice pitch of 14 cm,

by the pulse-saurce method.

The value obtained was 1/^ = O.I883 sec/17/. This

difference between this result and the result givew in the
the

present paper is mainly due to change of isotopic composi-

tion of the haevy water. Systematic cornections made by

pile oscillator measurements are considerably less than

by those made pulse source experiments this offers higher

realibility to the results given in the preseut paper. For

the lattice pitch of 11.3 cm the 1/^ ratio found in the

noise experiments /l8/ is in good agreement with the value

given in the preseut paper.

The prompt neutron life-time for the RA reactor

is in good agreement with theoreticaely determined /19/.

The proposed model for describing heat transfer in the RA

reactor is in good qualitative agreement with the experimen-

tal results can be determined more reliably..The temperature

reactivity coeficients, heat transfer coeficients, etc,can

be determined more reliably from measurements of the RA

reactor transfer function for different powers than from

static experiments. Therefore, more precise experimental

results are needed. The experiments have to be performed in

the period when saturation of the fission fragments poiso-

ning is reached.

An additional series of experiments are now

in preparation.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig, 1. RA Reactor heat transfer block-diagram

Fig. 2. zero power reactor transfer function phase shift

Fig. 3. zero power reactor transfer function gain

Fig. 4. Dependence of the power reactor transfer function

phase shift on fuel temperature reactivity coeffi-

cient

Fig. 5. Dependence of the power reactor transfer function

phase shift on moderator temperature reactivity

coefficient

Fig. 6. Dependence of the power reactor transfer function

phase shift on the coolant flux in the primary and

secondary loop

Fig. 7. Dependence of the power reactor transfer function

phase shift on the power

Fig, 8. Block-scheme diagram of the ROB-1 pile oscillator

Fig. 9. Measured and calculated transfer function phase

shift of the RB reactor

Fig. 10. Measured and calculated transfer function gain

of the RB reactor

Fig. 11. Measured and calculated transfer function phase

shift of the RA reactor
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